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and at Detroit and Jackson
Eight Weeks' Summer
Has Gained Full
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Control.
Companies
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Governor Mills is receiving inquiries
of the
for copies of a compilation
laws of New Mexico, which in-- !
that there is renewed interest
in New Mexico's mineral resources,
Census Work.
Director of the Census Durand has
given another, extension to the New
Mexico census office, which will now
be kept open until June 30, the ser-- ;
of Chief Clerk Clement High- tower and Special Slerk E. E. Epper-- ;
son being retained until that date,
Only 18 of 315 census enumerators
failed to complete their work to- date and these 18 are expected to fin- up this week. In Chaves county,
four districts are to be completed; in
county one; in Eddy two;
in Lincoln county one; in Rio Ar- riba one; in Roosevelt one; San Juan
one; San Miguel one; Socorro one;
Union
county one, and on the
reservation four. All the other
have completed their count
except that in Dona Ana county, the
Berino settlement is still to be enum-- .

June
Philadelphia.
President
Taft came to Bryn Mawr today to
liver one of a number of commence-dicatement addresses foe is to make this
month.
The president's daughter
Helen, is a student at Bryn Mawr.
From Bryn Mawr, the President
goes to Ada, Ohio, where on Friday
he will speak at the commencement
exercises of the Ohio Northern
versity. Friday evening will find Mr.
Taft in Detroit, where he will attend
the anual banquet of the board . of
commerce and spend the night.
urday morning the President goes to
Monroe, Mich., to speak at the
veiling of a monument to General
Custer. Saturday evening at
son, Mich., he will be present at the
unveiling of a tablet commemorating
the birth of the Republican party,
Leaving Jackson early Saturday night
th President returns direct to
ington, reaching here Sunday

FOR
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Tourists With Kodaks Will Be
Allowed to Photograph
Weird Dance.

Washington. June 2. The United
Washington, D. C, June 2. Re vis-- ;
June 2. Reese
Seattle, Wash..
Word was received here that, the
ed rates effective on July 4 were filed States, it was officially declared today Prosser an automobile salesman of
of the Tesuque Indians
"governor"
s
today with the interstate commerce has no present intention of assuming Seattle was shot and killed on a train has set
of this week as the
Saturday
commission by the New York Central, a protectorate over Nicaragua or in! near Libby, Montana, yesterday after- day for
the Tab'.ita and oth.-- r
holding
West Shore and Delaware, Lackawan- any way intervening or recognizing noon by his divorced wife, Vera, dances,
invoking the aid of San
na and Western roads. There is some either party to the controversy until whose parents live in Denver. Mrs.
to procure good crops and elabor
the other has obtained Prosser. who is young and attractive orate
advance in commodity rates. The o"1' faction
preparations now are beiiiK
(')n,ro1 n(l 's in position to meet caused a sensation
eastern road's action is independent of
here several made for the ceremonial dance which
national
and
international obligations. months ago by attacking her husband lie-i- ns
the western roads in the movement
at 9 or 10 a. in., and will cons
in his down town office.
for higher freight rates,
To report- tinue until 5 p. in.
ers she said that he had squandered
Service of Process on Western Roads. PRESIDENT SELECTS NEW
J. S. Oandelario who is familial' with
PRIVATE SECRETARY. her fortune and ill treated her. Last
St. Louis, Mo., Jiytff 2. Service in
the Indians of Tesuque and who spoke
week. Prosser obtained
a divorce to
the injunction suitof the government
of them this morning state
rralx Mnarews. uirecior or trie mini without contest. Prosser and his em- ed several
against 25 western railroads to re-that, the Tablita dance will be para
a
is
G.
Given
as
Promotion
W.
.Miller, started east two
ployer,
strain them from advancing freight
as the squaws
ticularly
days ago and it is supposed that Mrs. will take interesting
Consequence.
rates' was obtained on officials of the
in it and wil! have
part
2.
A.
June
Piatt
Prosser
intercepted them. Mrs. Pros- boards on their heads. Mr. Candelario
Missouri Pacific. Wabash and Frisco' Washington,
Jack-Currdrews of Massachusetts, the present ser and former husband were riding
here todav.
says that to encourage an
The announcement last night that director ot the mint, has been selec ted together in a compartment of the east of tourists and others who outpouring
have not
the defendants proposed a vigorous for assistant secretary of the treasury bound Great Northern train. The pas- seen this dance the
governor is going
to
R.
succeed
who
Charles
in
has
Norton,
another
sengers
contest of the restraining order,
compartment to allow the use of kodaks and camebeen made secretary to President heard the shot. Mrs. Prosser left the
though not unexpected, was taken in
ras
Wash-Navaj- o
train at Libby. .After the train had the at the dance, a small fee being
shippers' circles to indicate that the j,Taft.Will Be Assistant President.
consideration.
left
Libby, Prosser's body was discovgovernment had caught them napping. j
is about eight miles from
D. Nor-- ' ered.
lesuque
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ing.
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action was a com- tonTheof appointmentas of Charles to
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and
cityarrangements may be
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and
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The President told the graduating plete government's
Prosser was arrested. The
Chicago
secretary
surprise, so much so, that the President
was officially announced at Prossers were married in Cleveland made to get carriages to make the trip
class that (he favored the higher
officials here are unable to decide
last evening. Mr. Norton will five years ago, and Prosser is said to in time for the dance. Williams &
cation of woman and utterly dissent- From 5:25 the
definite action.
upon
quickly
oath of office within the next be a member of an excellent family Rising, the liverymen, are preparing
!ed from the suggestion that higher ed- information obtainable this morning, ,take
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three
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rather
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Governor Mills today appointed the
the old freight rates are in effect at jtwo
Santa Feans have expressed the deMr. Taft proposes to turn over to testified that his wife at one time atnotaries public: James L. es of wife and mother. One of the all points.
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Astonished at the Great Advance Made
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B. King, superintendent of the west September.
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service immediately upon their arri--aSuperintendent of Insurance Jacobo
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Ben Lomond, Calif., June 2.--Jim
Chaves for terms.
Mrs. George Shull leaves Deming
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There are at the present time 40
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sudden
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no
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accident
tion
and
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taxicabs
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
see. She will visit during the sum
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the consignment just orwill tomorrow inspect the newness befalls him, he will enter the
Mexico,
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Mississippi and Missouri.
on July 4 for the championship
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will
the Dumber up to 150.
construction work for a water supply
bring
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Mrs. B. P. Shull and children left
with Jack Johnson in perfect
j battle
Taxicabs have come to Mexico to
at Lamy by the Santa Fe system.
this
where
afternoon
for
Elkton, Mo.,
Physical trim. That is the gist of a
Teachers' Institutes.
she will be met by her husband. They stay. They are proving very popular
Charles V.
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by
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Instruc-and the business of the hack driver
Public
of
V Superintendent
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China and Japan Fast
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examination
May Pass Senate
the big felx
painstaking
counties this
stitutes in the twenty-siCAPTURE OF MURDERER. WOULD RUN BRYAN
low has had since he began training.
Mail
AH
summer:
FOR FOURTH TIME.
After
"In the course of my practice I have
Roosevelt county', July 11 to July
Louisville, June 2. With a contri23, at Portales. T. W. Conwav of Ra examined 15,000 to 20,000 men," said
J. V. Norment, real estate dealer,
bution by the city council last night
ton conductor; J. H. Vaughan of Cross, "and I have never seen
RAILROAD ACT STILL PENDING RACK
PILED
IRONT of $3,250 to the fund offered tor the banker and lawyer, has just returned
JIITH
thing so wonderful as to strength,
College, instructor.
arrest and conviction of the slayer of from Mississippi where he was promSandoval county, at Bernalillo, Mrs. power and endurance as this man. I
Alma Kellner the 8 yeaf old school inent in an array of legal counsel in a
T. J. Butts of Albuquerque, conduc- found nothing to indicate that the
First
of
of
Double
This
Amendment
Header
the reward has now reached murder case. Mr.' Norment is presiPassage
Engineer
girl,
stories of hidden disease in Jeffries j
tor.
This probably will be aug- dent of the Capital City bank of this
$5,000.
i
Afternoon Assures Demo
Stopped Train in
San Juan county, August 15 to 27, are true." Concerning Jack Johftson
Mexico's boostmented
today
by an offer of Governor city and is one of New'
Time.
at Aztec, W. C. Russell of Aztec, con-- 1 whom Dr. Cross examined recently,
cratic
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Support.
Wilson
of
in
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state.
behalf
of
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n
ductor; Matilda Thompson of Farm-.- ' he said: "As to comparing the
"Mr.' Taft is not so popular in MisA smaller subscription of $500 was
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sique of Johnson and Jeffries there
June 2. The arrest tendered today by the citizens of sissippi today as formerly," said Mr.
2. Statehood for
Reno,
Nev.,
June
Washington,
San Miguel countv. June 6 to .Tulyii3 not a large margin of difference.
here yesterday of the man who gave Louisville, and it is expected that be- Norment, "and Mr. Roosevelt is not
John Arizona and New Mexico in the sen- his name
2, at Las Vegas, Mrs. Leona Logue of Both are in fine bodily trim.
as C. B. Pryor and the re- fore the end of the week the reward liked at all. Mississippi is still hankson, like Jeffries, is sound throughout. ate is rapidly coming down to the loRaton conductor.
of several others
arrest
at will reach $10,000.
ported
ering after a Democrat for president
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more
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cal point of taking the house bill,
Santa Fe county, June 6 to July 2, Johnson has considerable
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believe that if they
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Truckee,
brought
to
Way
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at Santa Fe, Mrs. George Dixon of El his body but when the pair step into already passed or nothing.
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A
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Louisville,
almost
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Rito, conductor; J. A. Wood of Santa the ring I believe they
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fail- to derail the Southern Paciflc'c China ing the description of Joseph Wend- - would put him up and run him with a
a
in
measure
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even matched so far as condition
Fe, instructor.
and. Japan fast mail on Tuesday after- ling, wanted in connection with the solid backing. The fact that Bryan
Socorro county, May 30 to June 26 goes." Again speaking of Jeffries he ure of the Democrats to demand the noon on the banks of the American murder of Alma
purchased a has been defeated three times would
at Socorro, W. D. 'Sterling of Albu- said: "He is practically in fighting promise of a vote upon the statehood river near a stretch of snow sheds. ticket from New Kellner,
York to Antwerp on not kill his chances, in my opinion,
A.
M.
Espinosa condition now."
bill as the price of allowing the rail- Many pounds of fish plates had been
querque, conductor;
'and in Mississippi Bryan today Is re- January 20.
of Albuquerque, instructor.
road bill to go to conference.
on the track at the summit of a
piled
garded as the man who foretold ac- ROOSEVELLT
As usual the Republicans are divid- steep
Taos county, June 6 to July 2, at
a section of rail UNFAITHFUL ADMINISTRATOR
more events than any one
and
'curately
grade
WILL VISIT COLORADO. ed. President Taft is
as spiked across. A "double header" was
Taos, J. H. Wagner of Las Cruces,
in
else
represented
his
KILLS
HIMSELF,
public speeches and
conductor; Mrs. Urobert of Taos, inready to sign any reasonable bill hauling a heavy train up grade and
June 2. Reuben S. torials."
City,
structor.
which gives the two southwestern ter- proceeding at such slow pace that the Crohn, former
Grand Junction, Colo., June 2.
Mr. Norment said that the crops are
administrator,
Torrance county, August 15 to 27, Former President Roosevelt has ac- ritories a chance to come under the engineer of the forward engine suc- who shot himselfpublic
when confronted 25 days behind in Mississippi but that
of
Brumbach
at Estancia Mrs. Nora
ceeded in stopping the train within a with exposure of his alleged thefts the severe winter there had not done
cepted an invitation to attend the flag as states.
Belen, conductor; Mrs. Leona Logue meeting of the Colorado Livestock AsWashington, D. C, June 2. The few feet of the obstruction.
The from the Adolph Huntemann estate, ' very much more damage than delay-o- f
of Raton, Instructor.
sociation at Delta the latter part of name of the postofflce at Roberts, China and Japan mail is the train held
which he was an administrator, and ing the crops.
Union county, August 8 to 20, at September. He will be escorted from Eddy county, is
changed to Nadine, up by masked men near Bernicia, which are believed to amount to $50 - Mr. Norment was glad to get back
3l
Grand Junction to Delta by 1,000 and moved 515 yards north. The California,
recently and robbed of nine 000, died tonight. He did not regain into New Mexico and finds that the air
(Continued on Page Eight.)
mounted cowboys.
sacks of registered mail.
change will go into effect July 1.
consciousness after he shot himself.
of this territory is unsurpassed.
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Wrnat

Old

thousand voices
The croon of the maple trees.
The sons of the thrush and robin
The drone of the
Tin- whispering t;rass and clover
The winds that southward roam.
The I'inpie of hillside waters
busy-bees-

GIVE CASH EEG1STFR TI CKET S
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WE

Winter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Ft.

Telephone

No. 40

CALL AfJD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds. Wat chew. Clocks

Jewelry. Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

PI

JEWELER

S(CllEi)
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
KNKRAIi
ROHAN
SE
M

G

HI

K.

AIR.

1

1Q
3

OATfON
ROA 1J

MULLIGAN

k

RISING

X
X

X

See the Big feature vaudeville act
at the Elks' theater tonight.

'at.-.y"

d

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
125
"aPhoxkht 130 RED
FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

All kinds of Garden and Fi Id Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay.

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potat

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO C0?
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

V

-

Summer Shoes
For Young Men
Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your

B

szJ

1

350

footwear if you
come to us for a pair of
summer

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the 'est.
foot-leng-

th

may be

SELIGMAN BROS
gBESSBBSSSSBBISESl

New-York-

Tell some deserving Rheumatic sufferer, that there is yet one simple way
to certain relief. Get Dr. Shoop's
book on Rheumatism and a free trial
test. This book will make it entirely
clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly
killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy liquid or tablets. Send no money.
The test is free. Surprise some disheartened sufferer by first getting for
him the book from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis. Scld by Stripling Burrows Co.
DAY IN

DISTRICT COURT.
Judge Frank W. Parker Sends Batch
of Offenders to the Territorial
Judge Frank W. Parker, in district
court at Las Vegas yesterday sentenced the following: Jose Aaron Torres, who pleaded guilty to murder in
the second degree, from ten to thirty
years. Torres killed Serapio Menzor
near Watrous. C. F. Bell, alias Good-iof Cody, Neb., who when his horse
gave out on a cross country trip in
New Mexico, helped himself to anoth
er animal on the range, was given
from one to three years for horse
Emilio Garcia was given a
stealing.
similar sentence for the same sort of
a crime, having stolen a horse belonging to Garcedon Madrid. Jose
Antonio Martinez, an aged man, was
given one year for assault with a
knife but sentence was suspended
during good behavior. Whisky was to
blame for the old man's crime. Chas.
Williams was given a year for stealing $:'.().
Harry Russell and Grover
Clark, each aged 17 years, were given
from one to three years in the reform
school at Springer for breaking a seal
on a Santa Fe freight car. Dionicio
Padilla. a young man aged 2:!, was
given two years in the penitentiary
for horse stealing. Tomas Armijo was
sentenced to three to four years for

Bully for Conductor Lawrence
Since free publicity is given to complaints about train hands who "have
it in'' for Santa Fe, credit should he
given to those who induce people to
visit Santa Fe. Mr. and Mrs. S. L.
of Pittsburg, and two teachers,
were about to pass Lamy on their
way west yesterday without visiting-SantFe, when Conductor Lawrence
on the main line Santa Fe train called their attention to the fact that
through tickets entitled them to visit
Santa Fe without additional cost for
transportation and that Santa Fe was
worth while a visit. They acted on
the advice and are glad they came.
Mr. and Mrs. Cowie are guests at the
Palace hotel. Mr. Cowie is passenger
conductor on the Pennsylvania railroad at Pittsburg.
Co-wi- e

If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.

5oT

If it's Hardware

utnnn n a C0.&
ir
hardware

Wehwert. &ne

(Continued on Page Eight.)
IRRIGATION

SUPERINTENDENT
TAKES CHARGE.!

WHOLESALE

Reclamation Project on Arroyo Hondo Will Be Great Example to
Water Users.

Screened

Frank Matthews, for sixteen years
in charge of the experiment station
farm of the Agricultural College at
Fort Collins, Colo., has arrived in
Santa Fe to assume immediately the
position of irrigation
superintendent
under the reclamation project on the

Arroyo Hondo six miles south of
ta Fe. He will lay out the ditch system at once and will have charge of
the twenty acre exierimental farm under the system as well as the farm of
G. F, Flick, which covers a section
of land. The services of Mr. Matthews will be free to al! farmers under
the system and he will advise with
them as to the best crops, the best
methods of cultivation and irrigation
and other matters that will help to
make farming a success. Mr. Maburglary.
tthews is a man of family and will occupy the house to be erected on Mr.
"It cured me," or "it saved the life Flick's farm. The irrigation company
of my child," are the expressions you hoites to supply water for irrigation
hear every day about Chambarlain's by this fall.
Colic, Cholera a?jd Diarrhoea Remedy.
This is true the world over where this
valuable remedy has been introduced.
No other medicine in use for diarrhoea
or bowel complaints has received such
&
general approval. The secret of the
success of Chafnberlain's Colic, ChoTelephone No 140 Red
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy is that it

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1L-LO-

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

Smitbitg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

E.fS
Telephone

San-

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATF lfSURAIVCE
Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Ho you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own?

As a

Furnished by

e' THE SANTA
FE ABSTRACT.

Santa Fe,

Catron Block

N, M

ranee Agency

Tel Black 76
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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Denver, Colo., June 2. The
forecast is generally fair to- night and Friday with station- ary temperature.

Crossing Needs Fixing A deep depression in the crossing at the corner of Lincoln and Marcy avenues has
June has a thousand beauties.
caused several people to stumble at
The blue of the clnodless's sky,
night time and may lead to a serious
The bloom of a world of roses
accident. It should be fixed.
The glint of the butter-fly- .
Rastus in Zulu Land will make you
The light of a prisoned sunbeam,
at the Elks' tonight.
laught
In tihe fountains sparkling dome,
Will Be Enjoyable Affair The June
The green of the boundless forest.
dance on Friday evening under the
And a' of them call nie home.
auspices of the Woman's Board of
Trade will be an enjoyable informal
.June has a thousand perfumes,
affair. It will be held in the assembly
The vweet of the giant pine,
The brake by the roadside growing, room of the public library.
Still Warm Weather The maxiThe tang of the wild grape vine.
mum was 83 degrees yesterday and the
The subtle scent of the alders,
s
The dew of the fresh-turneloam, minimum 49 while the relative humid-itwas 36 per cent. The lowest temAnd so thouglh afar I wander
They call and I'm going home.
perature last night was 54 degrees and
Lalia Mitcheel in the Columbian.
at C o'clock this morning it was 64. A
year ago today the maximum was 71
Special Vaudeville feature, "Patsy," and the minimum 40 degrees with a
the funniest of all comedy wire acts thunderstorm.
at the Elks' tonight.
Meeting of the Woman's Aid The
See "Patsy" the scrub woman at Woman's Aid Society of the First
the Elks' tonight.
Presbyterian church will meet at the
A Census of Dogs
East Las Vegas home of Mrs. Charles Haynes on Johnat
authorities are enumerating all the son street, tomorrow afternoon
dogs within the corporate limits, with 2:30 o'clock.
Guild
a view of collecting a dox tax. Here
Meeting The
Episcopal
is a source of revenue that Santa Fe Guild of the church of the Holy Faith
should not overlook for its canine pop- will meet with Mrs. Crandall tomorulation seems to exceed its human row afternoon, Friday, June 3. Conveyances will be in front, of the Old
population.
Spanish-America- n
Palace at 2 o'clock. Members living
Normal School.
on the South side will meet at the
The board of trustees of the
erican
Normal school met yes- residence of Mrs. Gerdes where they
terday afternoon. Every member was will be called for.
Change of Program At the Elks'
present except Spuire Hart of Ranches
Besides the followde Taos. After considerable discus- theater tonight.
sion George Martin, a young man, ing pictures The Cow Puncher's Ward,
,
The Two Brothers (this is a biograph)
graduate of Manhattan College of
was elected principal of the in- Kidd's Treasure and that funny reel
"Kastus in Zulu Land." There will
stitution at El Rito.
also be an act in vaudeville which is
good. Prices remain the same, 10
SOUTHERN PACIFIC NOT
HAMPERED BY STRIKE. and 15 cents. Curtain at S p. m.
Excursion to Las Vegas Tickets
Only Ten Per Cent of Its Construction for the excursion to Las Vegas on
Men in Texas Walked Out
next Sunday are now on sale at W. H.
Thus Far.
Kerr's barber shop. Price for tihe
Houston, Texas, .June 2. According round trip $2.00. Tickets for children
to the announcement of Southern Pa- under 12 years of age must be procific officials today the road is without cured at the depot.
The train will
the service of only about ten per cent leave Santa Fe at 7 a. m. Sunday and
of its construction men, notwithstand- it is expected that a large crowd will
ing the strike order issued on
go.
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MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right ServiM

MILK

I
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fiili ClAfiS. China

anrS

Flttad by Up-tDate Methods

SilwA...- -

345 San Franoioco St.

SANTA FE, H. m.

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

CE CREATV at
ZOOK'
SODA
PHARMACY
TBss-jbook's
uf Specialty
loot
-
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f HE SANTA

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1910.
CURED TO STAY CURED.

From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting
cures.
Santa Fe people testify.
Here's one case of it:
Eusebio Escudero, 106 Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
so much benefit that I gladly recommend them in a public statement.
For two or three years I suffered
from backache and kidney complaint.
Inere was a retention of the kidney
secretions and other difficulties which
gave evidence that my kidneys were
Tw aftmlrm
WAS finallV
vpnr wont
tn nnanwtrtnpv Pills and I
hph
..v.v
procured a box at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store.
They promptly
back,
relieved the pain in
my
removed
and
kidneys
my
strengthened
every symptom of my trouble. On a
few occasions since then I have had
need of a kidney medicine and I am
glad to say that at such times I have
used Doans' Kidney Pills with the
greatest benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
uo., uunaio,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
-

w

Foster-MUDur- n

Nearly Every Man and Worian at
one time or another has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill the bill. Why get
Minting that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such im-

portance?

St. Louis Post Dispatch Gives

Page to the Great
Explorer
FIRST TO VISIT

WAS

KANSAS

at This Time.

;

....

it...

naee in f.0iors
c n

pntir

!("lrca liope de Cardenas

to go to it
and find the people. He went and
found no settlements, but his squad
distinguished themselves as being the
first white men to look down into the
Marble canon of the Colorado at its
bend, finding rocks "on the sides of
says the Post Dispatch:
the cliffs that seemed to be about as
Almost 400 years ago the first tall as a man, but those who went
white man to explore that section of down swore
that they were bigthe United States known as the Great ger than the great tower
of Seville."
Southwest, including the states of
But nothing seemed to interest the
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexi- - Spaniards more than the snarlv-wool- co ana Arizona, crossed tne Mexican ed -- cow.. whk.h
they ,hear(1 wag far
border on his perilous trip northward, eastward on certain
plains. At once
Greed for gold was what sent these lhe Reneral sent Captain Alvarado to
men into the desert wastes greed
investigate them, and this captain and
fostered and fed by what the Spaniard nis squafl were the flrst white men
had already found in Mexico.
t0 ever see tlhis won(lerfl,i animal in
What meager accounts of Corona- - great herds, except Cabeza de Vaca
rAIC"- " ia. ana nis tnree companions.
onrl
ffocrm
atitq in ATovion ' nt hor
n
As Alvarado
.
what is now the
fragments in tine archives of Spain town of Pecos, passed
where there was then
in
old
with bits here and there
lx)oks an PVtpnfiivp nncihln Via ri'ifli-fiUf
c
nine
,
and manuscripts From these various'!
savt- - nun ior a guiiie io tne plains
and
research
sources, after much
perthe "cows" a cantive or slave,
T) n a f
t
nrvY.Toroc
' "! 0t U,e mo,e nomadlc tnbes
of Mexico mo., has pieced together' far
nortneastward Homesick, he led
the Story of Coronado with a vivid- - Alvaiado
100 leagues down the Pecos,
ness and continuity unknown to our
him as
among
always
herds, telling
:
.
ordinary school and historical chron-- I'hey went of ridh provinces
further
icles; and a synopsis of this he has ion. till the
his interest
lost
captain
written for the Post Dispatch.
in the monotony of the bisons and
A cotton rag on a clouted Indian
rushed back to meet the army and tell
in central Texas was a factor of a the
general the good news. They met
great expedition. Cabeza de Vaca, at Bernalillo, where the army
was
himself a remnant of another attempt COmoellpd to
ho iVq
lint
.v
e
went out Qt tf)e RlQ Gl,ande next!
xuu, weut atictgsiins uuui up uie itiu
...no KtoviaA f
,hp
(.,,..,,
Grande and asked whence came the Kansae
tu
,tU
,iihnt
woven fabric, and behold in the an- the
as the final event.
alternative
swer another field for Spanish misThe Spaniards had treated the Pueb- Ac r,aVio-7tsion pTll ffnaTlish propd
los at Pecos bad'y and they had chain- tnmert westward t m .fmm tho
d
in a cell all winter that
ley of this river, "which ran between ne the.Sienot
miht
escape. Animosity
him to
sierras." h heard that
was
the souls of each, con
the north were many-storie- d
houses, tnerefore
the masters said to the
grouped in villages, where the natives Isequently
J
...ill
clo.rn. "TP
J (Ui. ,
grew cotton and wove fabrics of it, "".r " ,uu;m ,Ctlu Ulls uolue OUL
bare
t)lal,,s and s0 confuse !t
,n thf
and had metal tools.
tne men win peris;n or be so weak
When he reached Mexico, and sub- :inai
as they pass back, with their horses
sequently went to Spain, he told dead of thirst, that we may destroy
much of this, and hinted more, so that
them,
may be free from all our
the Spanish mind at home and in claims."youThus
ennfessed the trniilu oa
New Spain became inflamed into the:v0 foU tho ,aanich
vengeance
hope that to the north was another the garrote
in the Kaw val- tighten
Mexico or Peru.
ley later.
Cortez had just been deprived of his
ft U'il'j a mQCliifir'OTit
thai
(power and a viceroy, Mendoza, was tMs brown In(Uan
whom
ruling Mexico jealous of the great s,)aniards caIled nhe Tu.rk because
conquistador and hampering him in ne ooked like
Ied Mw d ,
a, k
U6.., tu
zag among the mesas in the upper Pe- plore new realms to conquer. To be C0B val!e), There were a thousand
u "x
" c' "l W111V-- "
u4 men horseback 1,500 men on foot.
..
, 171.'n
X
tU1U
OCui. max
servants. 500 cattle following.
maicuSmosUy
:
J
he
about it, and
uuvi uiuiv. (.iiciLi
iucranuiri
oiicvrjj.
brought back some Indian tales and a ing thus, they bridged the Pecos below
bright imagination, the latter based its canyon and had so lost reckonings
jon a single glimpse of what we now by this time that in the next four
know was the old Zuni pueblo in New
days of "great mists" or fogs, as one
Mexico.

,

"

o....,...IL iUCAiw, tu.,
jciuica .trvviuii Ddihf
by tne Sunday Post Dispatch of St.
L,oujs
The article is accompanied by
a haf tcme picture of the pueblo of
Taos and of the upper Pecos, as well
as i)v a drawing of a Conquistador,

"ith

!
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cents additional for a singl'i
For
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express--. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
If you are in need of anything,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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narrator states, they

MASONIC.

thought

that

He heard that there were seven they were going northeast from the
such cities as this in the cluster, and crossing in the same direction
in
Montezuma Lodge No janew the Spanish mind went wild, for! which they had left the Rio Grande;
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg had there not always been a tradition an(j they were not aware that the
ular communications that somewhere in the dim unknown treacherous "Turk" had led them
first Monday of eacJ there were seven cities of great treas-- , directly eastward upon a desert plain
month a Masonic ha. ;ure? And possibly Mexico and Peru 'where there was nothing green but
.were mere tinsel in comparison with short grass, with the water scarce
at 7.30 v. m.
this. They would go and see them- - and deep down in concealed, narrow
H. H. DORMAN,
and they went.
channels.
Master.
Acting
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
rrancisco vasquez uoronaao was a, When they looked back here on
pet of court and viceroy. He had just their trail the short buffalo grass had
been appointed governor of all of, risen up behind their tread, so that
No.
L
Fe
Santa
Chapter
R. A. M.
Regular con- Mexico that was up in the direction not a trace of their passage was visvocation second Monday of of the seven cities. He was sent, ible, even for the rear guard to foleach month at Masonic therefore, with a large army, which, low, and the horizon, straight and
gathering at Compestela, on tlhe coast unbroken, came down like the rim of
Hall at 7:30 d. m.
a bow-shS. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. swePt UP through Sonora, across Ari an inverted bowl only
zuua
auu
A v
lNew mexico io me west from their feet.
luio
The
had led
Turk
ir.M
cttt
cjonrotorir
iRTinip
ern edge of the pueblo region. Thence them out upon the terrible Llano Es
Santa Fe Commandery No. it marched eastward and settled for tacado, or staked plains, of Texas,
1, K. T. Regular conclave us WHUer quanere 01 ioiu ana 101 "with no more landmarks on it than
ranae, near if they were swallowed up by the
fourth Monday In each on me DauKS .OI ine ni
sea," to use a phrase of the general's.
month at Masonic Hall at me vreseui vuiage ot uernaiuio.
7:30 p. m.
Excepting what Cabeza de Vaca and When men went out of sight of the
camps they were unable to return and
J. A. MASSIE, E. C. j his companions did. Coronado's
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
diers were the first white men to pass some perished in this manner.
j the
At last at the end of 35 days, CoroYaqui river northward, the first
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 to enter Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, nado determined to send his army
14th degree.
Ancient and Accented Oklahoma and Kansas. The three lat home and take a special squad of 30
ter states De Soto's men penetrated horsemen and go on to the wonderful
on the third Monday of each month later. Possibly tihey never touched country of which the Turk had spoken
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in Kansas at all, and certainly only a and called Quivira, and which the loMasonic Hall, south side of Plaza. fragment of them went in that direc- cal Indians said was to the north yet
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- tion. The advance squad of Coronado 40 days. Back the army went a
were first to see the wonderful horns nearer way than the Turk had led it
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
of the mountain sheep, and the main out, for it was guided now for 1 1 days
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Venerable Master

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32.

Secretary,

MOTHER'S F6101D

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
holds its regular session on the second and tourth Wednesday of each
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
One
of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
the future health of the mo the.. It is a
that
it
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
Secretary.
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
and ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousKnights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I, easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St, Visit- great liniment are always saved much suffering when
baby comes, and recover
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at
ing Knight's invited to attend.
drug stores.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
safe-guard-

s

,

JOHN K. STAUFFER.

K. R. 8.

THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point of tht 8outhwt.'
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tht

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business ilfe. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

t

of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
"pot of the West at an e'evattor) of 1,700
everv day, but
feet above sea level,
Ittie ratn or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all gradu-

-

ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
U, Hamlitoa, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aud W
A

Flnlay
particulars anl
address.

.For
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catalogue

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

in

Superintendent.
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General Express Forwarders
--

AH

Parts of the World.

J. D. BARNES. Apent

jj fSl Hjj

yg

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

iAS. CLOSSON

Gaspar Avenue

THE WEST FOR THE

WEST,

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. M BERGERE.
Santa Fe,

Glad to Recommend Them.
Mr. E. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says:
"After taking Foley Kidney Pills, the
severe backache left me, my kidneys
became stronger, the secretions natural and my bladder no longer pained
me. I am glad to recommend
Foley
Kidney Pills." In a yellow package.
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
KEEPING CAREFUL EYE
ON POSTAL EMPLOYES.

TO.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

i

ed the terrible .Tornado Muerta above
El Paso, and had gone on to a place
where the Rio Grande sank into the
sand so drouthy was the summer.
Broken-spirited- ,
the general on October 20, 1541., wrote the emperor of
Spain a letter .telling pathetically of
his failure
and enumerating very
truthfully the horrors of his journey.
He emphasized the rich
soil good
points and fresh air of the Kaw val
ley, but of gold he found none. Some
of his men went home that fall and
took his letter, but he did not dare
with the army to tempt the snowy
ranges till the spring.
All winter his men begged him to
consent to going again to Quivira to
search the country, for the Quivirans
had told him of a great river yet east
ward which was plainly the Missouri,
and the men argued that a great
stream meant great cities, as the Turk
also had implied. He himself had stated to tftie king that in his 77 days of
travel he had never seen the end of
the plains. But he would not answer
his clamoring army definitely.
In the spring the army started
home with the natives rejoicing and
harrassing in the rear. Some of
slave Indians remained at
Zuni as they passed, whereby we are
able to know definitely from later visitors that this was the first Pueblo
that this army readhed as it came out.
When they approached the Sonora valley they were annoyed by the poisoned arrows of the Opata hordes, and
once, had not a friendly tribe come
out and succored them, they would
have perished.

& Company

Express

e

d

'

45

til' it canio , t;1ie Pecos valley by certain tribes found hunting bison on
these plains.
Thes.. Indians were called Tejas or
T ;is. and. though
they had their
camps tti.-rand were familiar with
the reuion. it was so flat and unmarked that
had to note their direction in ili, morning when the sun rose
and slin ,i arrow over arrow all day
to hold it.
On the :'th of June. 1541, the gen- (ri'1 ami his saad started for Quivira
lml
!m"" tarried yet a fortnight
to recuperate,
in :!1 days the general
and his squad had headed the canyons
of the Red river, crossed the Canadian, kept west of the western Cross
timbers, cut a line through the almost
and
waterless stretch of Oklahoma
Kansas, in a period of drouth, and approached the Arkansas near Garfield
or Larned. Kan. Northeastward up
tihis they went on the north side for
three days io the region of Great
Bend, and in three days more
they
were in the valley of the Smoky Hill
and on one of its many tributaries
found the first Quivira village, well
over in he watershed of the Kaw.
Four days more they went on, still
northeastward, for 2" leagues through
the settlements til they came to the
"end of Quivira." where hey found a
third river
more water" than
the other two had shown in this dry
time; for it was July 9 when these savages answered the general's query
by saying that there was nothing else
beyond them but Harahey (the province of the Kawsl and that down this
river the plains came to an end.
Twenty-fivdays they tarried here,
in
enjoying the plains of Kansas
whose grass houses they tabernacled
and then on the 10th they started back
went two or three days from the region lying about the mouth of the
...
11
c
it:
or ti...
wine anaj spem a iew
nepuuuean
days laying in supplies for their jour-annev hnmu
Tho ihcA ttinntrioi tho
Turk, so they took new guides from
the Quiviras and went back in 40 davs
a more direct route over a trio of
2(W leagues or 565 miles 'having eone
about 350 leagues or 7'0 miles, in
coming out.
it was about September when the
general reached the Rio Grande again
where he found his captains searching
above and below the camp for rich
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While yet at Zuni the general heard
of the llopi Indians westward,
and
sent Pedro de Tovar to see them.
These Indians informed this Captain
about a large river "to the west still,
down which were settlements." De
Tovar never saw the stream, though
the modern tourist usually thinks he

A Topic on Which Historians
Are by No Means Agreed
.

5 EW MEXICAN.

army the first to note the live animal as it fled before them.
While Coronado was at Zuni some
Indians from what is now the town
of Pecos, on the river of that name,
came to him and brought some skins
of the great "cow." ;inil one savage
among them had a picture of the animal tattooed on his body. These facts
were the basic factor that brought the
first white man to the valley of the
Kaw, for these Spaniards were there
abou t one hundred and seventy years
befor the French entered from the
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How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Complete Freedom From Kidney
Troubles.
If you suffer from backache
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Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block.

N. M.

e c. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MfeXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 40 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, gGO.OO to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES
LARGE
AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
invited to correspond with us.
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AN It

SMALL.
San Antonio. Texas, June 2. That
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honesty
mation of the postal authorities is being forcibly demonstrated in this city
In the remodeling and enlargement of
the local postoffice building just com
Shapeliness.
pleted a most elaborate plan of spion- age has been provided for. The ar
rangement consists of a tunnel in the
walls of the workrooms, which, pro
vided with invisible peepholes, gives
the inspectors a good view of all the
employes. Entrance to the tunnel is
gained from the building. While the
inspector will not spend all his time
in the tunnel, the theory is that the
possibility of his being there will keep
the clerks honest.
A similar provision was made in
some of the older buildings, though
not on so extensive a scale. In the
case of the local office it heretifore
When you"are"in a hurry and want
consisted merely of a number of holes
in a garment be it coat, vest or pants
In the floor of the inspector's office, lo a good outfit come here for single or
is its principal merit. But all kinds
cated immediately above the work double
of
garments are liable to lose their
rooms. Hereafter all new postoffice
LIVERY.
shape
through the wear and tear of
with
the
be
will
equipped
buildings
and
horses
business.
If you soil or wrinkle your
healthy
to
tunnel, so will those that may have
to clothes, send it to us and notice how
and
here
are
fine
subject
carriages
undergo remodeling.
your order. We want your business quickly we clean it and press it back
be
in the livery line and will appreci- to its original shapeliness and newmay
Foley's Kidney Remedy
ness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
reate it.
given to children with admirable
service is wonderful.
sults. It does away with bed wetting,
and is also recommended for use after
WILLIAMS
Julias Muralter, Tailor
measles and scarlet fever. Sold by
139
St.
'Phone
310
Cor.
Francisco
Red,
San
Palace and Washington Avenues.
Stripling Burrows Co.
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH YOUR MONEY 9
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USE YOU COIN'
U. A. Buder, of Si. Umis, is here on
legal business.
A. K. Hawkins of Denver, is at the
Covomulo hotel.
('. Johnson, a traveling man of Denver, is callintr on the trade.
K. K. Koni. a .shoe salesman of Si.
Louis, is calling on Uie trade.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez left this!
forenoon for his home at Taos.
A. M. Robins, a i raveling man of!
New V:irk City, is at the Pa'.ace.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Cowin, sightseers!
tio.ii I'ittsbui-!;are in the city.
C. .M. Wadley a eiothing salesman
from St. Louis, is at the Claire.
Attorney General Frank V. Clancy
arrived this noon from Albuquerque,
Judge John R. McFie left last even- ing for Las Vegas to preside over dis-- j
irict court.
j
Sant'ord Dodge and members of his'
company registered at Gregg's hotel1

YOU CAN FILL a. BUCKET

DKORIBY DROP

Use the

BRISTOL

a tew other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our store and

talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
COME IN AND GET AC

,

yesleiday.

UTIIOTTTHE BANK
BANK ONE POLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sum and the interest
on it, will in twenty years, make you a comfortable fortune.' The interest on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Make OUR Bank .YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST

CO.

the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION

BOY LOTS in

Las Cruces

WATSON & COMPANY

SrS

St.

Palace.

.1. B. Hasick and S. M. Carter ,trav-- l
eling men from St. Joseph, Mo., are

in tlie

city.

;7

Ko. 189

Phone. Red

-

and complete in every
Mail our assortment of flies is larger
Our Line is all new

'

fa

I

John UoMin of Cheyenne, Wyoming,
is here on business. He is stopping at

-

if J

J

and more complete, tht.n ever.

'

ake a little vacation next Mwaay ana
the Isaac Walton Fever.
take

M

Everything in Hardware.

REJOLVED!
TOP

j

THE

ALSO

l

Dealers in Furniture .mss&v- -

PINE LINE OP Carpets andRugs
--

FOR THE HOUSE

kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
table
rans, Also a tine assortment of desks, forchairs,
the babies.
aucUiat r.vsks. Wagner folding
Tney are GRE vT!!
Look over our stock aud see if there isn't
something to interest you

AH

go-car- ts

Doors

Ornamental
ajjfifajjii

Wind ows

M RDW ARE & SUPPLY CO,

'Anti-Saloo-

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

Vs&p

Gregg's hotel.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, 1H
Mrs. Jefferson
Raynolds left Las
to
Vegas yesterday for California
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
spend the summer.
.
than
ever before.
.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, of Las Ve-- ,
gas, is again able to be about after
I
two weeks illness.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
up
has returned from
Vegas where
he testified in court.
Judge Frank V. Parker passed
yesterday on his way home to
lmy
Las Cruces from Las Vegas.
Dr. H. L. Post and J. W. Jacobs,
are visitors from the Duke City. They
Wholesale & Retail
are registered at the Claire.
Dealers in
Mrs. A. J. Fischer and her daughter
are in California visiting San Diego
and iwints of interest.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo was a
passenger this forenoon for his home
MAY WAS WARM
at El Rito, Rio Arriba county.
AND SUNSHINY.
L.
Prince
Bradford
made a hurry trip today to his Sun-- j
shine orchard in the Espano'a valley. Not One Day With More Than Fifty-Fou- r
You NEVER. SEEANVCtiE AT
Rev. J. I. Seder, in charge of the
Per Cent of Cloudiness
in
work
New,
League
WHO IS NT V ELL
Rainfall Below Average.
TWF
Mexico is in Santa Fe on his way to
HAVE
San Juan county.
DRESSED: rrbU
There was not a day in May with
Attorney D. N. Hartley of Springer,
iGooD APPAREL To REACH
Colfax county, was in consultation to-- ; less than 40 per cent of sunsnine. The
Vernon
Territorial
with
Engineer
day
sunshine average for the month was
1.. Sullivan on irrigation matters.
79 per cent.
There was only one day
Hon. Solomon Luna arrived in A1-- ,
ARE YOU ON THE WAY
as cloudy, 17 as partwas
classed
that
buquerque yesterday from Magdalena,
UP?
Socorro county. He says that rain is ly cloudy and 13 as clear. The mean
atmospheric pressure was 29.S4, the
urgently needed in that section.
BROWN.
P. G. Parmenter and John Arming-- , highest 30.09 on May 17, the lowest
The highest temton, two Kansas sportsmen who have 29.51 on May 15.
been hunting and nsOiing on the upper perature was S4 degrees on May 28,
Pecos, are registered at the Claire th lowest 34 degrees on May 7; the
hotel.
greatest daily range 34 degrees on
Colonel and Mrs. Venceslao Jara- - May 7; the least daily range 10 deniillb and baby left for their home at grees on May 3; the mean for the
El Rito, Rio Arriba county this fore-- I month 56 degrees; the mean maximum
noon, after spending several days in C9.5 degrees, the mean minimum 42.8
The excess of temperature
Santa Fe.
degrees.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess is expected since New Year has been 141 degrees.
G
jto arrive in Santa Fe this evening The mean relative humidity at p. m.
from
Las
cent.
or tomorrow
The percipitation
Vegas. Mr.; was 25 per
Spiess is confident that the statehood! was .3 of an inch and the deficiency
Uiill will go through shortly.
since New Year as compared with the
Chief Justice and Mrs. Pope are! average of the past 38 years was 1.55
expected to arrive in the near future inches. The prevailing direction of the
and may stay in Santa Fe for the sum-- ! wind was from the northeast with a
COfYRICMY 1104. BYTHC BuSTER. 6R0WN Co CH IC AGO.
AT THE "TOP. ll
Thov will lie aecninnanied bv total wind movement of 7325 miles
niov
'
Mrs.
Mrs. Hull, mother of
Pope.
and an average hourly velocity of 9.8
WHY DOE.S THE FRUIT MAN PACK THE
Charles A. Richard, superintendent miles; a maximum velocity of 39 miles
CHOICE APPLET ON TOP? dECAU.SE APPEARof the state industrial reformatory at! per hour from the east on May 30.
Hutchinson, Kansas, spent last eve-- : Hail was recorded on May 21.
ANCES COUNT.
ning in Santa Fe and was the guest!
GOOD CLoTHE-- DOES NoT MAKE THE MAN
of Warden Cleofes Romero at the ter- WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE
MOVEMENT IN OKLAHOMA.
ritorial penitentiary.
5UT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaffa and son
OUR READY TO WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
Bennie, left this morning for their, State Will Vote on the Question at the
Election
November
TAILORED, FORM FITTING, AND SHAPE REImportant
home at Roswell, after a visit with
Court Decision.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Xa-- (
THIRD
LESS THAN YOU ARE
TAINING,
than Jaffa. The visitors were the rePAYING.
2.
Oklahoma
Guthrie, Okla., June
cipients of much social attention
NO OLD MOTH EATEN STOCK TO PICK FROM.
will decide at the next November elecwhile here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Morrison, Jr., tion whether woman shall be granted
J 2. 50 To
PRICES RANGE FROM
This was decided yesterday-will leave on Saturday for Denver to suffrage.
the state supreme court susattend the commencement exercises when
of Loretto Heights
academy from tained the action of Secretary of State
which their youngest daughter, Gene- Cross in overruling t:he objection to
On their way the petition of the suffragists asking
vieve, will graduate.
WE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION FOR
tlhey will spend a day or two with Mr. that the question be submitted to the
HONEST DEALING
and Mrs. O. C. Watson at Pueblo, voters.
Colo., but formerly of this city.
j

Sole Asrents in Santa Pe.
119 San Francisco

tourists from
'

St

and Miss Beuer.
Pittsburg, are at the

M(Conib

: -

SANTA PE

$5.00 dowa $5.00 a moath, uo interest, no
taxes, no mortage, a ded when the lots are
paid for You can't, afford to let a GOOD investment like thi-- i go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
C- -

F.

ADVANTAGE.

ls

OF

O

Miss

WITH HIM,
IT WILL HE TO YOUR

QUAINTED

His Time is Yours

j

,

il!

..

:

-

e

If you are, y" wiH
.
tackle, and

Trout.

fm

j

Y6UR

FISHIN'M5. SPORTAN?

MST

j

TheTop

j
j

i

j

or say There

BUSTER

1M

'

j

uffistis

pIZx-jM-

'

J
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are made to perfection from our RELIABLE DRUGS
Lumber) because the wcod is AND MEDICINES
perfect in every particular and Are the only kind safe to use. The
free from every imperfection of uncertain kind are very apt to do more
knots, cracks and warpings. harm than good.
Every foot of it is thoroughly WHAT YOU GET
seasoned, dried and shrunk, sc
it can be absolutely relied upon FROM THIS PHARMACY

absolutely. If the
by carpenters and buHders, ad you canof rely upon
your household is dear to you
archi- health
all sensible, wide-awake

tects hereabouts

particularly
mention our Lumber in their

prove your sincerity by coming here
for your drugs and medicines.

specifications.

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR

STR1PL1NG-BUKK0W- S
.

&

Company.

Where your dollar buys the most.

Bills Bros. Monumental

ALL (tKADKS OK MARBLK & GRANITK
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICKS
125

Palace Ave.

$20.00

W.

PREMATURE EXPLOSION
CAUSES DEADLY

OF DENVER

i

j

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Co.

HAVOC.

T0WNSEND

& CO.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

preAllentown, Pa. June 2. In
Best
mature explosion of a Mast in the
stone quarry of the Lehigh Portland
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Cement Company at West Coplay, Pa.,
Returns Thursday nod Friday.
today, eight men were killed, three
AGENCY
at O. K Barber Shop
seriously injured and three others are
missing and are thought to be buried Mrs F O.BROWN Apent
PboneNo 23 Red
under masses of rock.
a

N

For

Laundry Work

'CLARENDON
GARDRN
R. V. BOYLE Msrr,

CLIREBDON

POULTRY

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING Ot'T!
FRESH LAID
evt iy day

Ks

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
of Tuberculosls twins nor Ptomaine poisonin' t
EOGS FOR

Hour Electric ervice
n and After March 1st.
This space next week for Electric Irons
Wize up those dak its
IdCCS and Electrical Tonkin Wd'alfiVe
vW

Santa Fe Water

AND
QBE!

Light Company

0

PAGE
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mrm arrivals

St. Louis Rocky Mt. &

Christian Association of Spokane, was
able to fill only 75 per cent of the

Palace.
G. A. Rader,
St.
Louis; A. M. Robins. Xew York City;
Mr. and Mrs. I,. L. Cowan, Miss P.
and Miss Beuer, Pittsburg; C.
Johnson, Denver; J. B. Hasick, S. M.
Carter. St. Joseph, Mo.
Claire.
In
Mulch 1st 191U
(.Ki'fid Down)
(Read I'p.i
U. X. Hartley. Springer; P. G.
M i It'.--,
19
"21
STATION'S
20
John Arrington,
Kingman,
I. v.. IK'S Moines. N. M... .Ar'
7 SO
5 00
0
S. J. Kelso, Rock Ford, Colo.;
Kan.;
f 8 20
Hi
f 4 15
Caput in
f 8 35
20
E. E. Ford, C. M. Wadley, St. Louis;
f 4 05
Viijil
f 8 GO
f 3 45
Thompson
R. E. Linn, Dallas; Dr. H. L. Post, J.
31
'f 9 10
3
f
25
I'unninnhniii
12
M- Olifton
9 35
2 55
V. Jacobs, Albuquerque.
House N M. Ia;
2 30
Lv
0
3 55
Kn ton. N"7 M
10 do
Ar 12 00
Gregg's.
7
2 50
9 40
Ar ('lift on House, N . M . .Lv 11 37
John Smith. Alamogordo; Lawrence
4 12
42
.I.v. .Clifton House X M '.Ar 11 37
4 30
11 20
P. Lee, Albuquerque; H. P. Blodgett,
4t
.Sl'roslon.
4 50
I.v! 11 00
lAr KoehlerJuni'tion
55
St. Paul; Jack Scales, Chicago; San-for- d
A
5 10
10 40
!i.v
. .
Dodge and members of his com2
SOO
10M
Koel)lei
uz--.'.
U
5 50
M
10
Colfax
pany. Xew York City; John Rollin,
6 08
7li
9 42
Cerrososo
Cheyenne, Wyo.; John Wilson, Stan11
82
ti 35
'Ar
..Cimarron
!l.v
S2
00
8 55
Cimarron
ley; D. D. Lamlidque, Stanley.
81)
n 08
Nash
fi 47
Coronado.
17 IS
ss
9
f8 37
Harlan
7 35
G. P.
94
L. A. Castle, Chicago;
Ar
rte I'ark N.M.. I.v 8 20
Embudo; A. E. Hawkins, Den"idonnects with K. P. S. V. Ry, train No.121 arriving in Dawson, N, M at 6:15 p. m. ver; W. P. Carr, Alamosa; E. Y. Park,
tCouii?ts with K. P. &S, W Uy. train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a. m.
Stanley.
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
Passenger trains arrive anil depart from DeMoines as follow:
CAS NORTH
BOl.'MIt:
ShI'TH KOUN1I
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
a. 111.
jNo, 8. 10.44
In sickness, if a certain nerve goes
No, 2. 11. 11 p, in.
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
wrong, then the organ that this nerve
Track connection w ith A. T. A S, K. Ry. at Raton and Preston with (l. A- S. Ry. at
De.s Moines K P, S. VV. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron
Northwestern at
controls will also surely fail. It may
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Ra.vado
Cimarron, N. M. which
be a Stomach nerve, or it may have
and Red Lakes. N. M
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations In N, M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
given strength and support to the
Cerro. Kliznhet htowu. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de (Taos, Red
Raldy Black Lakes.Taos
Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. Shoop
and Twining.
River City, Talpa,
'Daily. fKlag. tDaily except Sunday'
that first pointed out to the vital
VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
not made to dose the Stomach nor to
Superintendent,
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
temporarily stimulate the Heart or
method
Kidneys. That
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
goes directly to these failing inside
nerves.
The remarkable success oi

B. Sehnurenlieini,

Pacific

Company.

Railway

Mc-Oo-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

Par-mente- r,

j

-

.

.

4ii

. .

.

Mc-Crar-

.

-

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Southwestern

The Best Route

or the 1909
of Xew Mexico are now ready
calls for domestics.
She has places for delivery.
Price: Paper cover
for 150 girls in first class homes in $3.25, plus 17 cents
full sheep.
this city, also for more than 100 laun- - 54.00, plus 20 centspostage;
Address
postage.
dresses and sewing women and house- - all orders to The Xew Mexican Print
'I have used your valuable Cascarets
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do hold servants. Other employment lug Co.. Santa Fe N. M.
without them. I have used them for agpnt.ies placed between 6,000
and
some time for indigestion and biliousnessKeromi
fitnlii
pnmn
If you are in need of anything, try
iir(n.
ana am uu
servants' positions in a Xew
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you ;luJh filling
Mexican Want Ad.
will npver be without tnem in tne j 00 homes.
men
in
the
A
for
is
need
. Marx, Albany, N.
ward
The greatest
family
and fruit districts in eastern
grain
Good.
Taste
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent,
Washington and Oregon, north and
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Grip.
central Idaho and western Montana,
10c 25c 50c. Never sold in bulk. The centC C. Guaranteed to
ime tablet stamped C
where, the state inspectors say, the
929
cure or your money back.
crops this season will be larger than
at any previous time in the history of
the company's railroad near Silver
the country. It is predicted that the
N.
City.
in the four states
Work is in progress on a railroad wheat crop alone
will
be
bushels
this
fully 65.000,000
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
to connect 'he Burro Mountain district
and to harvest this will rewith the Santa Fe railroad. This road season,
the services of more than 10,0011
Round Trip Rate fn m
should do away with the chief reasons quire
men.
given for the failures of the smelting
SANTA FE, N. Ml
works of this camp, and should pave
Scared Into Sound Health.
the way toward the further developMr. B. F. Kelley, Springfield, 111.,
ment of the resources of the district.
"A year ago I began to be
Upon the completion of this road the writes:
Tickets on Sale
Savanna company promises to com- troubled with my kidneys and bladder,
mence shipments and inaugurate a which grew worse until I became
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
alarmed at my condition. I suffered
vigorous campaign of development.
Return limil June 11th, 1910
also with dull heavy headaches and
Engineering and Mining Journal.
the action of my bladder was annoySANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
RAILROADS WILL HELP
ing and painful. I read of Foley Kid
FIRES.
FOREST
PREVENT
ney Pills and after taking them a few
weeks the headaches left me, the
Association
action of my bladder was again THFAP
Western Conservation
POUND TRIP
normal, and I was free of all distress."
Taking Active Steps to Fight
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
Carelessness of Public.
.

"Ed

.rj

G. A.R.

Et campment

LAS VEGAS,

M.

$4.05

RATES

June

2.

Western

'

Spokane, Wash.,
BOYS ARRESTED FOR
Associa-- ,
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Forestry and Conservation
TAMPERING WITH BEER.
tion, of which Albert L. Flewelling of
Spokane, is president, has perfected Case Against L. R. Schoch for Assault-- a
nlan to utilize certain departments
inn 3 nit,-RX1C0
a,.niintnri.n
of the railroads operating in Washing-- j
Dismissed
Idaho and
ton, Oregon, California,
tQ
Npw MeMcan
this prescription demonstrates the Montana in
Effective June 2nd, 1910
tne people m uie l
warning
Fort
N. M., aune 2. The
Sumner,
wisdom of treating the actual cause five states
with
'carelessness
against
of these failing organs. And it is in fire? in the forests during the summer jury rendered a verdict of acquittal ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
in the case against L. R. Schoch for
A
to
five
or
deed easy
prove.
simple
a
ASBURY
ditch
PARK
$73.70
ten days test will surely tell. Try it
superintendent. In
orester of the associa-- assaulting
Fj T AUen
the case against the same man for
once, and see! Sold by Stripling
!tion, made the foregoing announce- BOSTON
$77.95
rows Co.
"caus'uc : ,ue
ment while in Spokane, and outlined
I""
:
The case was then settled
.
disagreed.
CHICAGO
the plan m brief as follows:
$50.35
conn"Forest protection is . of the. utmost
case
R.
of
L.
The
Schoch
J.
DETROIT
against
we De- A
$60.35
to all our peop e
MIMES USD HIHIH6
perkin&
lieve we can enlist their
his prisoner was dismissed.
r,..j
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
in this work. With that end in view i
John Brown has purchased the Hun-- !
foldall ticket envelopes,
KANSAS CITY
$35.35
The Burro Mountain
mining dis- ers and pamphlets describing nioun- - ter livery barn.
l
ThP
Rockwell
T.nmhor
Pomnani'c
N.
in
was
Grant
first tain, lake and forest resorts for west- - . .
M.,
trict,
county,
ST.
LOUIS
$44.35
prospected for silver and later, in ern distribution will contain sugges-- j
F. L. Holliday has accepted the po- NEW YORK
1SS0, for copper.
The ores occur as
$75.15
tions as to how to avert camp and
a disseminated chalcocite
through other fires, also the means to be em- - sition Of Siinerintenrtpnt nf TTVronHnn
,e
,th the
jn the por
shear zones in a porphyry country. In
the element. tales
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
numicipal
the early days the production of the ployed in combatting
pumping
plant
1
the same sub-A ten norse
r gasoIine
,8
district was from rich deposits of car- Booklets dealing with observation cars
at wor,. on the new
BETWEEN
bonate ores at the surface, but latter- ject will be placed in
iu uc iwatcu m
Lucerne farm
ly the enriched sulphide zone has aiiu piauaius tuc
1
U1
"c
A car of beer was
been sought. Sulphide ores have been waiunB
tampered
the extra ex- - here in the
bear
will
association
yard& the other day
found at the surface,
and
reached
&
wu.k.
im
two boy& have been bQuM oyer ag
areas encountered
in the deepest pense occasioned oy
MO agency nas quiche, dua
Qf
resuU
jt Qne man beHeved to be
workings (800 feet). The present wameans of reaching the public than the implicated has made his escape,
ter level is at 300 feet.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
E H Bickley of Randlett Qklaho- The principal companies in the dis- railroads, as almost everyone travels
aua
ranroaa
mis
and
a. m. Daily.
reads
meraiure,
ma, (has arrived here with his family.
trict are the Chemung, Burro Mounand
Western
the
Forestry
step
He
by
will
law
here.
tain and Savanna. Two Star drilling
practice
outfits are now at work on the Savan- Conservation Association is taking thecounty cierk Barnes of stevens por information regarding freight
na, developing the disseminated ores nrsc auempt to uunze u ioi luiesi. piu- county, Oklahoma, will move here
and passenger rates etc. Call
believed to exist. The mangus De- tection. Railroad officials are keenly with his family next month.
as the roads
D. J. McCanne has gone to Denver.
velopment Company plans to pros- interested in the plan,
reduc- From there he will
at city office, Laughlin Block
go to Chicago bepect its ground west of the Chemung profit equally with the public in
and north of the Burro Mountain by ing the destruction of forest resources. fore returning here.
or Phone 145.
churn drills; the Azure mine, north The lumber industry not only furnishof
their
traffic,
of the Mangus, has a turquoise mine ed a large proportion
Rebound WThen excellent worn can
but also brings into the northwestalong an altered zone in the granite.
J. G. EADS,
be done right at home. Consult the
0
Tflie Burro Mountain and Chemung ern and coast states more than
New
Mexican
Bindery.
a year, most of which goes into
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
properties have each about 6 miles of
vork'ngs, and each reports over general circulation to build up busito 3 per cent ness of all kinds. Irrigation and powI'J'OOOOO tons of 21-er development depend much on forore in sight. The ores are not
masses usually carrying 1 to 3 est regulation of stream flow. Tourist
per cent, and occasional bunches run- and resort travel is affected by dening as high as 20 per cent copper. struction of scenic and game condiOre about 2
per cent is classed as tions by forest fires and every acre
V
commercial for the .concentrators. of timber or second growth destroyed
The Burro Mountain has a 250-tomill means a money loss to the railroads
which has been operating for several as well as to the nation."
and savyears concentrating 9
ing 75 per cent. Phelps, Dodge & Co.
If you are not satisfied after using
of a
recently acquired the complete own- according to directions
ership of the Burro Mountain, and bottle of Chamberlain's Stomach and
will close down the mill, holding the Liver Tablets,
you can have your
jroperty merely as a reserve. The money back. The tablets cleanse and
a
Chemung property has one shaft (Xo. invigorate the stomach, improve the
2) to a depth of 800 feet, but the bulk digestion, regulate the bowels.
Give
of the development is at a depth of them a trial and get well. Sold by
- ,
from 250 to 300 feet.
all druggists.
The Savanna Company owns the
Oneway
Comanche and Copper Gulf groups, LACK OF FARM HELP
via
and
to
each other
contiguous
forming
GREAT PROBLEM
an area of 2,577 acres in the Burro
On sale July 2nd. to 8th. 25th to 28th. Aug 30th to
Mountain district. Such development
Have Orders
Agencies
Employment
as has been done on the Comanche
Sept. 7th. Sept. 24tn. to 30th. Limit three months
for More Than 10,000 Men From
most
at
lhas
for
the
been
group
part
but not to exceed October 31st. 1910
Northwest Alone.
two of the shafts which are connected
on the 300-folevel, and which have
Spokane, Wash., June 2. Railway
disclosed about 50,000 tons of ore. The
and irrigation compaconstruction
otner shafts and workings are confined to the surface. The engineer for nies, grain and dairy farmers and
throughout the northwest
PORTLAND,
this company, I. J. Stauber, says this
confronted with the problem
are
again
mineralized
area
lies
the
within
group
SEATTLE,
and contains three large fractured of obtaining sufficient help, and the
servants and maids in i
TACOMA,
zones, averaging 250 to 300 feet in shortage of
'
is greater than at any time
VANCOUVER
Spokane
width.
The Copper Gulf group comprises before. Employment agencies here j
& VICTORIA
orders for more than 10.000 men
1,440 acres and is opened
by five have
and farm work
shafts, all about 300 feet deep. The for railroad, irrigation
On sale May 28th to June 3rd, Jnly 9th to 16th. Limit
several thou in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Old Virginia shipped
from
the
wages
Montana,
ranging
as above.
sand tons of 10 per cent copper ore
Orchardists in
v" t
eve in is 7 hut tht nnnrinal ore
jthe Spokane country are in need of
oped on the group carries 3 to
several thousand men and fully 500
"j
cent.
per
Tho miM in thu district, have heen competent domestics could find immem
at
ate
Spokane
emP'yment
-experimenting and working the ores
$40 a month
for many years. Several smelteries wages of from $30 to
in good homes,
have at one time or another been built and room and board
- - -M. R. Arant, manager of the free
in the vicinity but high prices for ma-- !
-terial together with a long wagon employment bureau maintained by tihe
haul to the railroad rendered these city of Spokane, placed 856 men and
49 women of 912 men and 67 women
enterprises unprofitable and they were
registered in his department during
abandoned
the week ended May 24, while Mrs. C.
Comuhe
Savanna
of
The smeltery
"l
"i".
pany is on the Santa Fe railway,
south of Silver City and was built to department of the Young Women's
On sale daily after June 1st return limitOct 31st 1910.
r
ores from Silver
treat the
City at the Pmos Altos district. It
contains one 200 and one 300 ton
Other California Excursions run daily Juae 1st to Sept.
TbTO-NIGH- T
The
copper furnace.
30trt at slightly higher fares than quoted abuve.
company also owns a concentrating
mill at this point, which with a little
M
Santa Fe'
Call on or address g,
fy Agent,
remodeling can handle 300 tons of
Burro Mountain sulphide ore per day.
10
DrasctttaJ
25c. 50c.
Iron flux and lime are quarried along

lew

h

"u1

i8 lira

-

time-table-

System

East or West

-

The Spanish edition
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j

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso &

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1910.

For Rates and full information address

'-

EUGENE A. FOX,

USanta Fe

G. F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

El Paso

,

i

j
FISHIN8 RATES

$150,-000,00-

2

uni-for-

2

FROM SANTA FE TO

xcursions

n

Embudo
Tres Piedras
Antonito
Chama

return

Best Trout

"

$2.65
4.55

"

6.30

"

9.50

WagonWheel Gap

10.70,

FISHING
.

In the World

Tickets at Union Depot.
P. H.

McBRIDE, AGENT.

NOTICE.
Territorial Engineer.
of
Department
Number of Application 437
Santa Fe, N. M., April 29, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the
11th day of April, 1910, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Laws o!
1907, L. A. Hughes and Geo. W. Prich-arof Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Meixco, made an application to the Territorial Engineer
of New Mexico for a permit to appropriate from the public waters of
the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Rio Grande at a point Meander
Cor. No. 9 of Cochiti grant bears N.
60 degrees west 375 feet by means of
diversion and 500 cu. ft. per sec. is to
be conveyed to power house which is
1200 ft. S. 80 degrees E. of intersection of boundary of Cochiti grant and
Rio Grande by means of ditches, etc.,
and there used for power purposes,
waater being returned to river.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 28th of July, 1910, and all persons who may oppose the granting
of the above application must file
their objections substantiated with af
d

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
- $35.20
San Diego, 45.20
San Francisco
Portland or Seattle
60.90

two-thir-

fidavits

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

(properly backed

with appli-

cation number), with the Territorial
Engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,

Territorial Engineer.
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Santa Fe, ss:
In Probate Court.
In the matter of the estate of Silas
W. Dugan, deceased.
To Any and All Persons Whomsoever:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that the undersigned was on
the 2nd day of May, 1910, duly appointed administrator of the estate of
said Silas W. Dugan, deceased, and
you are hereby notified that any and
all persons having claims against said

estate must present the same to the
undersigned administrator duly verified as provided by law.
ANDREW J. DUGAN,
Administrator.

TO THE EAST and RETURN

Chicago
St. Louis

New Aiexica.. Printing Com-(an- y
has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for achool
work, the desk, and also tor lawyert,
tnd merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents tn book forn

-

Denver

-

lead-silve-

water-j-

The

55.00

!

acketed

i

1

.,

Colorado Springs
Pueblo

$50.35
44.35

21.10
18.15
16.35

"
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AHER

AND

'here

iv fully 200,000,000

acres more SOCIETY HAS

ia:".! i0 that method. About 2.0(h),-''"i ;kt"s are under irrigation canals

10

ali'1

EASTERN

a

PAGE SEVEN.

CRITICS

MANY AND

ABLE

ill
Washington, Idaho,
;mi Montana, where much of
tbas developed by private cai-i'aIt is also true that some of th'
orchards in the district, are not
i
'!' p
upon irrigation. There are
sev. ra! large areas in eastern Washington where the only water used is
that which comes from the clouds, the
rowers conserving the moisture by
workiic the soil after every rainfall.
"It is hut natural to expect ignorant oppoMiion to intensive farming as
practiced in the west. Every specialized improvement for the production
o!' wealth has encountered
it in its
time; hut there is no excuse for delib-ennmisstatements, as all the information on the subject is available and
can be had for the asking. The fact.
that the most progressive eastern and
southern farmers and orchardists continue to come into the western and Pacific cotist states to till the lands is
the best answer to the ridiculous arguments of the critics in, their attempts to stem the irresistible tide of
emigration to what was once 'the
Great American Desert,' which is be- developed as the home of the
highest civilization in America."
i!''lH--

Secretarv Mir.hael Annonnwc Cam.
plete List of Officers of New Mex- ico Horticultural Society.

On

i.

FOK KENT Furnished room. Use
of bath. Lady only, 107 Johnson St,

tu-s- i

First Citizen "Wliy are you looking which stuck to the actor, with more or
Reclamation
Government
so amused this morning?"
ieSS constancy,
throughout the six
Second Citizen "I saw Faust and ilPts. Faust appeared too cold for such
Not a Tax Upon Entire
a part as Goethe gave him. in coin- the devil last night."
Nation
That was part of a dialogue heard pany with a fiery Mephisto. Any man
this morning at the postofHee as men traveling around with such a smart
fumbled for keys to their lock boxes, devil would be expected to take on
Well, w hat about Faust, w ho was his si vie. Faust showed fairly good OPPOSITION SHOWS IGNORANCE
seen by a good sized audience at the technique in his love making, where
Summed' he places his arm around Marguerite
Elks' theater last night?
up there was so much sense and so and escorts her through the garden, Plea That Western Composition
much nonsense in the production that i Rut in other scenes he was not the
Is Harmful Is
little wonder people are smiling today dashing young German nobleman and
Specious.
after their visions of Haydes. San-for- it is not likeiy he would have made a
Dodge as Mephisto, the devil, pious girl of Marguerite's type fall
was a clever actor though some in in love with hn so quickly, even if
Spokane, Wash., June 2. "Probably
the audience said they wished he had he did have a lemon colored si'k suit uiion no other economic subject arc
r
more voice.
Mr. Dodge has a tre- and a miniature Gainsborough for his the
critics in eastern and
mendously difficult part to play and headgear. Faust may have been full New England states so wholly unimany of the devil but he did not look or formed as that
his interpretation
pleased
pertaining to governthough others who have seen Mephis- act like a heartbreaker of large ex- ment irrigation projects.
They have
to in the opera by Gounod, expected perience.
worked themselves into a fine frenzy
The Make Ups.
to find a more mysterious and hideous
in their ignorance, saying in concert
Satan and one possessing a thunderAmong the drawbacks to the Faust that federal aid in reclaiming otherous bass voice.
production were the make ups, espe- wise worthless lands will result in
of
Marguerite,
of the men. It is said that old bringing vast areas of western and
brother
cially
Valentine,
Lewis paintings of German students
and Pacific coast lands into direct compeproved a star in the person of
tihe noblemen of the fourteenth
century tition with established eastern farmLytton. He was strongest in
scene where he learns of Marguerite's would justify the facial appearance of ing communities. They also nurse the
fall and finally dies, sword in hand, Faust, Valentine and a few others in impression that the cost of western
The Ger- reclamation work is a tax upon the enafter a conflict with Faust and the last night's performance.
devil. Mr. Lytton's voice was good man student had his little moustache tire country."
and his stage presence all that could and his miniature goatee in the old
R. Insinger, manager of the Northbe desired.
days as today he must have his western & Pacific Typotlieekbank of
MarMiss E. Adelle Nickerson, as
moustache, however faint and deli- Spokane, and chairman of the board
guerite, was the typical German girl, cate. But the girls, who are always of governors of the lsth National Irlacking in education, but. possessed critics of first magnitude in these rigation Congress, who lias studied agof a pretty tace and good disposition. matters, made no allowances for the riculture in all its branches in the
Under certain lighting effects Margue- demands of the fourteenth century in northwest for
years, said this in disrite looked a beauty. She played well Germany and went into hysterics alcertain
objections to the procussing
dies.
most everytime Mr. Faust turned his
in the scene in which her brother
that the federal government isthe posal
Miss Nickerson's conception of the "spinach" covered chin toward
sue bonds to complete its irrigation
part of Marguerite was evidently that audience. Goethe intended the devil projects in course of construction.
of a pious girl untutored in the gaities 10 change Faust from an old man in'The two chief arguments advanced
of the world and quite innocent of ac to a "handsome" 'youth and the girls
eastern critics against federal irknowledge of the art of producing tine at the show last night declared that by
work," he continued, "are:
flirrigation
of
form
other
or
nst
Fa
with that makeup was not handany
baby stare
First, that the farmer who tills the
tation. While Marguerite was not. ex- some hut. excruciatingly funny.
from an
So in the case of Valentine, his two land without its aid is taxed for the
actly "most charming,"
reclamation of arid and semi-aridoubtAmerican viewpoint she was
patches of beard, on either side of his
less much like the girl of the age and chin, made him look "funny" and lands; and, second, that, these irrigated farms provide a fatal competition
type Goethe depicted when he wrote marred the tragic effect his part cal!- ed for and which his acting really against the farmer who depends upon
his great tragedy.
the rainfall. The first statement is
Miss Tyler Kent, as Dame Martha, merited.
absolutely false, as no farmer or othwas splendid, and the love scenes in
The Brocket! Scene.
fig5
was the "Bracken
which this ancient village gossip
Act
Scene" er person is taxed a penny for reclaEven the about which so much had been writ- mation work. Instead of being a menured were side splitting.
'devil" decided he did not want her ten by advance agents of the Faust ace to the nation, as charged, the irrieompanionslhip in the infernal re- production.
Mephisto
transports gated farm is a benefit and blessing to
exthe
not
emulate
to
did
She
the bacchanal revels of the the nation.
Faust
gions.
"The bonds issued to raise funds to
ample of one actress in a recent pro- witches. Tihis was supposed to be the
duction at the Elks', falling down on strongest scene in the tragedy. It reclaim sagebrush and other lands are
her knees and making love to a man. may have been in the 14th century but purchased by capitalists, who receivMartha was more practical and it was not last night. However, if ed a first mortgage or its equivalent
straighforward she leaped into the the witches were not awe inspiring, on the land to be irrigated. It is part
man's arms. She was not merely a the display of fireworks was com- - of the contract of any person who
There was an encore to enters upon such land that he repays
"Star," she was a "Comet." and a inendable.
this revel with more fireworks.
comic one at that.
in a certain number of years the
The final scene was a revelation to amount so advanced.
George C. Somnes took the part of
The funds of
Faust. He knew his lines well and students of Gounods' opera in which the United States reclamation serto the writer he appeared best in the Faust finally flees with Satan as Mar- - vice, which are entirely separate from
first act as Dr. Faustus where he la - guerite, cross in hand, is borne to the bonds, are raised from the sale
bors to solve the secrets of science. heaven by angels. In last night's of public laud ill the state where the
His hoarseness of voice, or rather his tragedy Marguerite is seen ascending
project is located. This money is reindistinctness and poor enunciation to heaven and Faust, clinging to 'hei paid by the landholder in ten annual
were pardonable in the old man. But hand. It would appear that Faust had installments.
after Mephisto changes him into a had a "close" shave from his tempter,' 'Grain
farmers in the western states
"handsome youth" there was no fur- - Herr Mephisto, but the shave did not
do not irrigate their lands.
generally
ther excuse for this style of speech touch or embellish his chin.
There is not a single acre of grain land
under irrigation in the Inland Empire
GOOD BEAR HUNTING
bear hunter, for wrhile he was debat- of the northwest, where more than
STORY FROM TAOS. ing what organ of the bear he would 60,000,000 bushels of wheat was pro.
duced in 1909, the average yield being
put to the bad, the consort of lady 22.6 bushels
to the acre. Irrigated
bruin sneaked up behind Duncan, and
J. H. Duncan is the Hero of a Thri
land in Washington, Idaho, Oregon
landed
he
when
wasn't
looking,
just
ing Episode Related by Editor
a full arm swing across th side of his and adjoining states is too valuable
Giddings of the News.
for grain growing. It is used for
face, knocking the hunter senseless
and down into a convenient ravine. friuts and vegetables, including sugar
(Taos Valley News.)
Just as the balloon went up, Duncan beets, which yield larger and more
returns.
J. H. Duncan, he of the azure eyes heard his
gun go off, but evidently the profitable
"Wheat, barley, oats and potatoes
and Titian locks, organized a bear bullet only punctured the atmosphere,
hunt last week, the party consisting j as when the injured nimrod came to, grown on far western lands have not
been and cannot be placed in competiof Duncan himself, two burros, two he say two bears, he thinks there
tion with eastern products at the presbewere
a
two,
climbing
only
slope
were
the
personal
dogs. The dogs
ent time, because of the big expense
one
near
in
with
and
pursuit,
dog
property of Joe Peyer, whose present yond
con- of transportating them to the Atlantic
was
him
a
in
other
the
dog
dying
one
no
carries
see
Cop
that
duty is to
The same is true of hay
as the result of a battle with seaboard.
per hill away, but who will soon he dition,
and other bulky products of the farm.
one
was
Duncan
or
both
of
bears.
the
that
in
superintending, operations
to describe just what No eastern farmer will be driven out
t not in condition
promising mining camp. For some '
to
In telling of the of business because of this compti-tion- .
the
dog.
happened
cast
time Duncan had
longing eyes up
Joe
affair,
Peyer said, sadly, "Of
to the hills where bears were said to
was
course
the best dog."
it
"Irrigated lands planted to apples,
whence
from
meet in council and
they
pears, plums, prunes, cherries, berries
wandered down into the outskirts of
and melons have enormous advantages
civilization and he yearned to meet;
over the
fruit lands In
them on their native heath and fill
eastern
states.
the
The
yields are far
them full of lead.
greater and the fruit commands betIt was a beautiful May morning:
HOW THEY STAND.
ter prices. This is because of the suwhen J. H. started out on his mission
perior quality, color and appearance.
of slaughter and bloodthirsty intent,
National League.
Greater care is given to orchards in
and the dogs sniffed the air with eager
Won. Lost Per Ct. the western states. The crop is careanticipation, while the two burros
23
12
657 fully picked and graded and the buyer
Chicago
apin
their
plodded along
patient way,
24
14
632 is assured of clean, wholesome fruit
York
New
parently as willing to go bear hunting
IS
o29 and an honest pack. In fact, the west16
Pittsburg
as to go anywhere else.
18
17
514 ern growers boast that 'you can eat
Cincinnati'
reThe first day out was fruitless of
19
487 our fruit in the dark.'
20
sults. The dogs found some bear St. Louis
17
436
22
"The other argument is answered
tracks but they were too old to count Brooklyn
i;S
21
382
the statement that though there is
much in the game, so the hunting Philadelphia
by
."
14
368
Boston
24
a big increase in the production of apparty went into camp at night to
dream bright visions of the morrow.
ples in the western states there will
American League.
never be enough grown to cause an
The morrow proved to be all that Duncan could hope for, and then some.
Such a thing is out
Won Lost Per
overproduction.
20
9
"c3 of question for generations to come.
Early in the day the dogs struck some Philadelphia
23
697 In proof of this I might point to the
10
bear tracks which had the odor of New York
590 fact that the prices of apples grown
16
freshness, and away they went, yelp- Detroit
543 in Massachusetts, New
..19 16
York, Ohio,
ing their glee, while Duncan followed Boston
. 455 Missouri
and other eastern states are
hopefully. He followed on for a dis- Chicago
;...ll14 20
448 increasing instead of declining.
18
tance that he said was eight miles, Cleveland
16
421
22
"The supply is constantly decreasand no doubt it seemed so. At last, Washington
2011
7
St.
28
Louis
in
the
an
to
as is shown by the statement that
far
up
open
place
ing,
coming
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY,
the growers of the United States prohills, he discovered that the curtain
duced less than 30,000,000 barrels of
had risen and the little play was
National League..
apples in 1909, as against more than
staged. He saw a bear that looked to
at
Brooklyn.
Pittsburg
64,000,000 barrels in 1906; also that
him bigger than one of Roosevelt's
Cincinnati at New York.
if
it had not been for the large crops
rhinos, and as he remembers it one
Boston.
at
Chicago
in the western states in 1907, 1908 and
of the dogs had a grip on the bear's
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
1909 there would have been apple
flank, and the other was keepings her
American League.
as
with
her
him
in the country;
famine
at
paws,
busy striking
Washington at Cleveland.
"In this connection it might also
she reared upright on her number
Philadelphia at Detroit.
be mentioned that more land in the
forty feet. Duncan saw that it was
York at Chicago.
New
his
western states is tilled by modern
trusty rifle,
up to him. He raised
Boston at St. Louis.
methods or
and paused for a moment to decide
dry farming thah
by irrigation. In the Inland Empire
just where he would pink the bear,
If you want anything on eartn trr alone more than 5,000,000 acres are
whether in the eye or her pulsing
devoted to rain-watheart. That pause was fatal to the a New Mexican Want. Ad
farming and
d

arm-chai-

d

j

j

j

j

BASEBALL.

a

d

recretary .Mich;iei ot the .New .MexHorticultural Society today announce,! the complete list, of officers of
the society including all of the county
many of whom were
elected at Tuesday night's meeting.
The officers are:
President. D. L.
Miller. Santa Fe; secretary, Charles
E. Michael:
treasurer, G. Franklin
Flick. Santa Fe; first vi e president.
W. Frank Owen, Santa Fe: second
.lose I). Sena, Santa Fe;
third
Paul A. F. Wal- u'r' Santa FeExecutive board
Ion. L. Brad
ford Prince. Rio Arriba: F. A. Jones,
and H. S. Kaune, Santa Fe.

t i

ico

e

FOR
gentle family horse.
SALE---Bugg-

FOR KENT Furnished nxitii with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.
FOR RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
at 2 IS San Francisco street.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by th
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.

Alexander
County
Gusdorf, Taos: M. W. Mills, Colfax:
C. L. Pollard, Rio Arriba; Fabian Garcia. Dona Ana; R. E. Twichell, San
Miguel; W. S. Hopewell, Bernalillo;
"w a. Hobart, Santa Fe; Thomas
E. Mitchell, Union; J. Gordon Smith,
Mot a; William Berger, Valencia;
A.
BOERS STILL HAVE
D. Coon, Socorro:
Parker Earl. ChaNATIONAL ASPIRATIONS. ves; F. G. Tracy, Eddy: Charles H.
McHenry, San Juan: Brother Bernard,
British Possessed of Racial Prejudices Sandoval; J. W. Corbett,
Torrance:
and Arrogance That are Causing
George Sena, Guadalupe: Clark Kog- Friction in the Transvaal.
ers, Grant; J. E. Mahoney, Luna: Ex-- i
Governor
George
Curry,
Otero;
San Antonio, Texas, June 2. Ac- Charles Seheurich, Curry .
cording to Jan Cot zee, who passed
The Santa Fe County Institute will
through this city on his way to Mexconvene Monday morning June 6th at
he
in
will
ico, where
farming 8 o'clock. It will be under the same
engage
and stock raising on a large scale, the regulations and instructors as last
Boers, while satisfied
present year. All third grade teachers who
conditions in South Africa, have not attend all the time will receive $15
by any means abandoned their nation- - at the close for such attendance. Reg
istration fee $2. Mrs. George Dixon.
al hopes and ambitions.
'On the whole the British govern- - conductor; J. A. Wood, instructor;
ment has been rather liberal with the John V. Conway, Co. Supt.
Boers," said Mr. Cot zee. "Whether
this is a matter of spontaneous generWe are continually receiving calls
osity or necessity I am unable to say. from people who want furnished
Moreover this may be due to the fact rooms. One lady who
just ordered her
that the Transvaal and the Orange "Ad." out said she rented all four of
River colonies are practically govern- - her rooms and that New Mexican ads
ed by Boers who succeeded to get in were all right,
control by virtue of the terms made
with England in the peace treaty of
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
Vereeniging which resulted in the cescounty, ss:
sation of hostilities. Our old leaders,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
most of them officers of note during
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
the late war, are in command of gov& Co., doing business in the
ernmental affairs and they have done Cheney
of
and State
Toledo,
City
everything possible to take off the aforesaid, and thatCounty
said firm will pay
reour
the
of
defeat
and
rough edge
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLsulting change.
LARS for each and every case of Ca"Of course, there are a good many tarrh that cannot be cured
by the use
petty factors that, remind the Boer of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
that the old days are over and that he
FRANK J. CHKXEY,
is being governed not so much by himSworn to before me and subscribed
self as by others. While representa- in my presence, this fith day of Detion in the legislative branches of the cember, A. D. 1886.
two governments is somewhat in favor (Seal.)
A. W. GLEASON,
of the Boers, the executive department
Notary Public.
is largely controlled by the Britisch
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InNot a few of the officials
element.
ternally, and acts directly on the
are 'wasters' as we term them and blood and mucous surfaces
of the svs- ........
......
...1 ...,'tl.
""U,J U1! .!,...
tern. Send for testimonials free.
l nis nas
prejudices and arrogance,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
led io a great deal of friction iu the
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
past and is likely to continue doing so
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
in the future. It would be unfair, how- stipation.
ever, to say that the government lends
its sanction to this and an earnest ef-- !
fort is now being made to make the
NOTICE OF SUIT.
official classes understand that the leiiiLorv u .xew a exieii
colonies are not in existence for their
(0uut"v of Santa Fe
special benefit. In time, no .doubt, aj Jn the District Court in and for the
great improvement will be noticed in First jnrjcjai District.
this respect.
Richard H. Hanna, Plaintiff,
vs.
"Have the Boers abandoned their
No. 6598.
national aspirations? The best answer Glenville A. Collins, Defendant.
I can give to that is that I don't think To Glenville A. Collins, Defendant,
so On a question of that kind it is
You will take notice that an action
hard to form a definite conclusion, has been filed
you in the DisFor the time being the racial issue in trict Court for against
the Pivsl Jiirlininl nis.
South Africa has been overshadowed lr,ct of the Xerrilor of New MexiCOl
by the formation of a United South in the County of Santa Fe, in which
Africa the federation of all the Brit- Richard H. Hanna is plaintiff and you
ish colonies below the Zambesi. That are defendant.
today has forced the old animosities
The
objects of said action
and the ambitions of Boer and Briton are to general
recover the following sums of
is
how
into the background. For
long
money, on four separate causes of
.u
w
action stated therein, as follows:
will try to regain their national
cause of action to recover
pendence by force as long as their' 5"'st
Principal and interest, for
not
u
than
hPttpr
,t,
e0
f,.
wares
sold
goods
it would seem to be at present, but at and delivered toand merchandise,
Fe
Santa
the
you
by
a
I
sure
am
that
same
time
the
good Hnntvoni S. Snin.lr rn mWnli
..
'
r"
opportunity would not be overloked by
"lU toas bee" soId to th
Plaintlff
them. There is no danger of elimina-- '
action to
tionof the Boers by the British llP,em;49s7eQcnd f:a,lse ,ofand interest,
lncipal
assimilation. On the contrary
goods, wares and merchandise,
the Boers have shown themselves io
and
.
hi.-as
the
be assimilating the British,
wMcn a(?count hw
wriphl,Davl8
vjoiony, ioi lusiaute, wen been sold to the
tory oi
herein;
plaintiff
shows. Today the Taal, the language
Third
cause
of
to recover
action
of the Boer, is receiving greater atten$10.50, principal and interest,
for
hisis
is
so
tion than before the war,
goods, wares and merchandise sold
tory and his church, all three of them and
delivered to
N. Salmon,
factors that make for racial preserva- which account hasyou by
to the
been
sold
tion and the fostering of racial ideals."
plaintiff herein:
Mr. Cotzee i sa splendid specimen
Fourth cause of action to recover
of manhood, being over six feet in
$12.60, principal and interest, on an
stated between you and R. H.
a native of the Transvaal and a grad,. - aJcunt
which account stated lhas
V
ate of the Glasgaw, Scotland un.ver
tract
a
to
He
intends
large
buy
demanJ,ed
sity
Jud
, on
of land near the Boer colony in Chi- - the fQur causes Qf .against
actk)n
huahua, Mexico.
sum of ?96 94 principal and interest
of this action, and costs
i

u--

FOR SALE Gentle
t
and rubber tire
A. Bishop.

""V,.,..

7
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USE ALLEN FOOT EASE

K""'are

mUMtL ,
tte
,urlh
The antiseptic powder to be shaken plaintiff has attached a piano belonginto the shoe. If you have tired, ach ing to you which was in the possesIt sion of H. C. Hamil, Santa Fe, N. M.
ing feet, try Allen's
rests the feet and makes new or tight and that unless you appear and anshoes easy. Cures aching, swollen, swer or plead to said action on or beRelieves corns fore the 19th day of July, A. D., 1910,
hot, sweating feet.
and bunions of all pain and gives rest judgment will be rendered against
and comfort. Always use it to Break you and the above attached property
in New Shoes. Try it today. Sold sold to satisfy said judgment.
The name and business address of
everywhere, 25 cts. Don't accept any
substitute. For FREE trial package, plaintiff's attorneys is Bowman &
address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Dunlavy, Santa Fe, N. M.
Witness my hand and seal of said
-

Foot-Eas-

e.

driving horse
buggy. Carl

run-abou-

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. SeP our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
expense to learn trade of electricity,
automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
actual work on contract jobs. Only
few

months required;

200

students last

free.

United Trade
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
year.

Catalogue

court, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
24th day of May, A. D., 1910.
FRANK W. SI I KARON.
(Seal)
Clerk.
By Edw. L. Safford, Deputy.

TYPEWRITERS
('leaned, adjusted and repaired.
New
platens furnished. Ki!lon and supplies.
Typewriters .old. excliai. (.'! and rented.
Standard makes handled. All repair work
and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe

Typewriter

urn

Proiesiiosat
A

TTORNEYS AT LA W.
CATRON

&

CATRON

....

Attorneys and

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
xew

Office:

Santa Fe,

Mexico

Chas. F. Easley,

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

Santa

Fe.

RENEHAN
Renehan
Attorney

A. B.

&

DAVIES
E. P. Daviet

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
Office in Catron Block.

specialty.

Santa Fe

New Mexico

..rii-.i.,-

-t-

and

Applv P. O. Box

256.

t,

-

harness

y,

E. C.

ABBOTT

Attorney-at-La'

Practice

in the District
and SuCourts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
xew Mexice

....

preme

G. W.

PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
well

Las Cruces.

-

.

.

ew Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

-

-

.

Sev

Mexico

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
83jnnoo bjojv pnB lanSnV tiBg Joj
Las
Vegas,

New Mexico

-

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
ew Mexico

....

R. W.

WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyoi General's Office
Santa Fe,
New Mexice

....

woiws

hack

um

From

BARRANCA TO TAO 3
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Tlilaa.gr elcnato
sesa.g"x Conafbrteble.

FARE

arrival ot
arrives at
any other
and good

Make

Fu

d$5.00

V.
v
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No.

CA5 H

4

aa
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No

20 to 60c a dz
Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges setd
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
ORANGES

6--

Growers Exchange. Chicago
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.

111.,

ard get a nice

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every tUy, picked ripe shipped on ic , tire
flavor 15c Everything the ant kt t fcfforcs in ve.
getaoles.
Phone Kq.

Flue M. i.

F. ANDREWS

4.

IS HONORED.
REQUISITION
only saloon at Alamorgodo has reSanta Fe County Teachers' Institute
e
are
teachers
seventy-fivopened after the town trustees had
About
(Continued From Page One.)
put it out of business by raising the
to attend the Santa Fe County
saloon license to $3,000 a year. The
Teachers' Institute which will con- (Continued From Pago Two.)
vene in this city on Monday and will Clayton, J. S. Hofer of East Las Ve validity of the ordinance regulating
..Ml, Lora H. North-ru- p the licensing of liquor dealers was atRemember the Two Brothers is a continue in session for four weeks. gas, ofconductor;:
Las
East
Con-o- r
Vegas instructor.
V.
tacked by Attorney J. E. Wharton and
biograijli and is good. See it tonight County Superintendent John
Valencia county, June 6 to July 2, a decision by Associate Justice M. C.
Mrs.
in
George
be
will
charge.
at tin? Elks".
of Mechem in district court at Carrizozo
and Prof. at Belen. Mrs. Nora Brumbach
Home Cookiiig The ladies of the Dixon will be the conductor
Belen, conductor.
sustained him. Wharton is attorney
instructor.
A.
Wood,
St. John's M. K. church will have a J.
Mountainair Chautauqua, August 1 for the
Some one in
Pen
tn
Enter
Alamogordo
v.imc
Improvement
in
the
basement
sale
of the
bakery
to 12 at Mountainair. Mrs. Xora Brum. Company, owners of
saloon. The
Fe evidently yearns to enter the
the
church. Saturday June 4th, beginning
bach of Belen, conductor.
can not collect saloon liPostmaster
to
municipality
according
m.
penitentiary,
2:30
at
p.
Normal School, May 30 to July 23. censes. The decision
C. Burke who now has in his pos:at Silver City, C. M. Light of Silver as Alamogordo was is far reaching
Alliance to Meet The Spanish-Ameiiea- ii E.
S.
a
U.
unletter
Alliance will meet at 4 p. session the fragment of
ICity, conductor; Faculty, instructors. der the Act of 1909, incorporated
The
117
been
of
has
the
shattered.
which
Chapter
m. Sunday in the alliance's hall on box
Normal University June 6 to July Session Laws.
box stood on Palace avenue and was 30,
San Francisco street.
at East Las Vegas, B. S. Gowen
broken into or smashed with a big
Trains Late The Santa Fe train stone by an unknown person recently. 'of East Las Vegas conductor; Faculty
from the south and west was half an No letters were found in it and it not instructors.
MONEY AND METALS.
Eddy county at Carlsbad E. L. Eu- hour late this noon and train No. 3, known what motive the vandal had.
New York, June 2. Lear easier,
from the east, the Flyer, was three It may be that some one dropped a Ice of Silver City, conductor.
Grant county, August 15 to 27 at $4.404.50; copper . easy, standard
hours late in reaching Santa Fe.
letter in the box and then decided Silver Pitv U 4 flu-enf Silver filv spot and July $12.37
silthat be or she did not want that letter comuctoI
Wedding at Albuquerque Arch-Dea- ver 53
con Warren of the Episcopal church io so iu
"
lu'"
Luna countv Mav 30 to June 11, at
New York, June 2. Call money 2
at Albuquerque, yesterday united in that furnished a clever plot for theiDenj,
Agricultu-atovof
J
MexVaughan
prime paper 4
of "Sir Jas" in a recent issue of ral
marriage Frank H ill Warren and Miss
instructor. '
dollars
ican
44; Amal. G6
Atch.
Col!ege)
'
Efforts
Louise Sophie Goetz.
the Saturday Evening Post.
Dona Ana oountyj Augusl g tQ 2Qj ;U 104
N. Y. C. 115
Reading 154
broke
An un- will be made to find out who
Lag .CruceBf j H Wagner of Las Cru-thi- s
S. P. 121; U. P. 176
Herder Killed By Lightning
Steel
box," said Mr. Burke today, "andices con(juctor.
known goat herder was killed
79
by
pfd. 11G
such
that
not
known
is
generally
McKinlev county. May 23 to June
Socorro if it
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND Rl 85
lightning near Magdalena,
At the same time an act is punishable by a sojourn in 4 at Gallui) R w. l wining 0f Gal-th- e
Wheat July
111., June 2
county, yesterday.
Chicago,
penitentiary, I hope that the cul--; lup conjuctor. :
200 goats he was herding were killed
90
92
Sept.
prit: will know it ere long."
Ri Arriba county, July 4 to July
Corn July 58
by the hail.
Sept. 59.
30, at El Rito. Mrs. George Dixon of
Oats July 36
Sept. 35
Sudden Rise in Rio Grande Hydro-graphe- r MAJOR MULLER MAY BE
El Rito, conductor. .
sudJ. B. Stewart reports a
RANKING OFFICER.!
Otero county, August 22 to Septem- Pork July $21.90; Sept. $21.60.
den rise of a foot in the Rio Grande
T. W Conwav
at
ber
Lard July $12.00(912.21
Sept.
at Bucknian yesterday, undoubtedly Rough Rider Who Rode Near Roose of Raton, Alamogordo,
instructor.
fll.9011.92
caused by rains and melting snow on
Be
Will
velt Inauguration Day
Guadalupe county, July 4 to 30, at
Ribs July $12.20; Sept. $11.97
the higher peaks in the watershed in
Prominent in Parade June 17.
Santa Rosa, Mrs. Nora Brumbach of
WOOL MARKET
Colorado.
Belen. conductor; Mata Tway of Al
Major Fred Muller, receiver of the
Chicago, June 2. Cattle Receipts
Banquet to Holt Hon. H. B. Holt, t' S. land office of this city, will like- - uuquerque, instructor.
4,000.
Market strong to shade highwho gained distinction in the New ly intend the reception to be given! Chaves county, June 20 to July 2, at er. Beeves $5.70 8.55; Texas steers
Mexico legislative assembly, was ten- to Mr. Roosevelt bv the Rough Riders Roswell, J. H. Vaughn of Agricultural $5.15S7; western steers
$5.257.60;
dered a banquet last evening by the in New York City June 17, and will College, conductor; J.,A. Dickey of stockers and feeders
$3.906.40; cows
citizens of Las Cruces in recognition ride in the parade. The Rough Riders Roswell, instructor.
and heifers $2.S07; calves $68.50.
of his services on behalf of the Engle wi'l escort
Qua' county, July 25 to August 20, Hogs
Roosevelt and
Market
Receipts 19,000.
dam.
Tucumcari, C. M. Light of Silver 5 to 10 lower. Light $9.309.57
it is thought he will ride in a carriage
with them riding around him. It is City, conductor; Sarah Ulmer of Hud- mixed
$9.309.60; heavy $9.20
Baby Drowned in Can of Water
instructor.
son,
will
be the
f 9.57
One year old Alfonso Barron fell into likely that Major Muller
rough $9.20 9.35; good to
13
to
at
Mora
6,
June
county,
July
choice heavy $9.359.57
a lard can filled with hot soap suds ranking officer as one of the Rough
pigs $9.15
Mound, J. S. Hofer of East
9.50; bulk $9.45 9.50.
at his home in El Paso, and was Riders from the middle west and who Wagon
Las Vegas, conductor;
Mrs. Leona
Market
drowned.
The mother was out and would be the ranking officer is unable
Sheep
Receipts 12,000.
of Raton, instructor.
Logue
to
the
reunion.
attend
weak to shade lower.'- Native $3.25
when the fatlher returned home he
Curry county, July 25 to August 20, 5.30; western $3.505.25;
Major Muller was a prominent fig
found the little one dead.
yearlings
ure in tne parade wnen ttooseveit T. W. Conway of Raton conductor; $67.35; lambs "native $5.258.50;
HMiss Gladys Childers a Bride Miss was
Vaughn of Agricultural College westprn
KftrfTH KM
inaugurated and rode right next
I I
"l 'i
an
wA. Poore of Clovis, instruc-- j
miners ot
Aiuuquerque, to the President's carriage. During a
Louis.
Jim6 2,-st
steady, ter-daughter of Mrs. William B. Childers the parade it is said Mr. Roosevelt tors.
ritnrv nnH wpstprn mrlinm 7(ff,9''
became the bride yesterday of Dr. EdColfax county, August 15 to August fine mediums
to Major Muller
repeatedly talked
17.19; fine 1215.
mund J. Alger.
W. E.
at Raton, R: C. Crum of Raton,
27,
him
him
"Fritz" and exhorted
calling
Kansas City,- June 2. Cattle ReWarren of the Episcopal church offici- to make the kodak fiends disperse. It conductor; J. H. Vaughn of Agricul2,500, including 1,000 southerns.
ated. Misses Edith and Agnes Chil- is said Mr. Roosevelt was irritated tural College and Mrs. Gussie Dyer of ceipts
Market strong. Native steers $5.90
ders, sisters of the bride, were brides- not so much at having a kodak point- Raton, instructors.
southern steers $4.80(7.60;
8.25;
maids. Samuel Pickard was best ed at him as having to face a whole
Bernalillo county May 30 to June
native
cows $3.25(R5.80:
Southern
man.
R. McCollum of
cows and heifers $37.40; stockers
battery of the instruments. "Go after 25, at Albuquerque, J.
Milne
Decorates them 'Fritz' " he said to Mr. Muller. Albuquerque, instructor; John
Reynolds
and feeders $46.20; bulls $4fa6;
Grave Learning that Roswell
had "And Muller put spurs to his horse and and Ida Elder of Albuquerque,
calves $3.758; western steers $5.50
neglected to observe Memorial Day, the kodak fiends beat a retreat. This
Y.75; western cows $4.256.50.
Charles A. Reynolds of happened time and again on the
Hogs
Receipts 9,000. Market 10
SALOON TRIUMPHANT
Santa Fe, who was in the public serv- - march.
lower. Bulk $9.309.40; heavy $9.40
IN ALAMOGORDO.
ice in the Philippines and lately has
Mr. Muller was prominent in the
9.50; packers and butchers $9.35
been a special agent of the general Spanish-Americawar and his train-lan9.45; light $9.259.40;
pigs $8.75
office, visited the Roswell ceme- - lng as a soldier did much to help the Judge Mechem Hands Down Decision 9.15.
Which Rules Against Board of
tery and placed a flag each on 4S Rough Riders. A number of other
Market
Receipts 4,000.
Sheep
Town Trustees.
graves of veterans.
Rey- - Rough Riders from New Mexico will
steady. Muttons $45.50; lambs $7
nolds is a close friend of
sfttend the reunion but all of their Special to The New Mexican.
8.75; fed wethers and yearlings $4.50
names are not yet known.
Curry.
6; fed western ewes $45.
Alamogordo, N. M., June 2. The

Minor City Topics

GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a d

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1910.
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SPECIAL
SALE
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LACES & EKBROIPERIES
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have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

Ae

.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

Annie QFim&MN npv nnnns

nn

j

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and

p;

'

1

MEXICO CENTRAL

Arch-Deaco-

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

JSSK V

FIRST CUSS CORRtCK'S HACK LINE
For Hire at
Popular Prices

m

n

'

1

T

Wool

NEAR
DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

HACK SERVICE

1

-

mine run coal

Y RD ON HICKOX STREET,

NEW

-

Baggies and Saddle Horses
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To Young Men Who are

About

to Graduate.
don't graduate very often in mis
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
Y'ou

For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you

If

want to look as wen as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
.lour friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish and they fit right.

1

i

L

In
mm

mb$P
msm:
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner Ic Marx

We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.

XS

NATHAN SALMON
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